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Case Studies In TRIZ: Moore’s Law
(Or: Setting Targets That Force The Emergence & Resolution Of Contradictions)

“…the lust for comfort, that stealthy thing that enters the house a guest,
and then becomes a host, and then a master?
…,verily the lust for comfort murders the passion of the soul
and then walks grinning in the funeral”
Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet

There can be little argument that the semi-conductor industry has been one of the world’s
most dynamic and aggressive in its pursuit of faster, better and cheaper. The rallying call
provided by Moore’s Law has played a significant role in driving change. The relatively
simply statement, back in 1975, that the number of transistors packed onto a square area
of chip would double every two years (actually the rate has typically seen a doubling every
eighteen months), has resulted in one of the most intense periods of sustained innovation
in the history of mankind. Not that there is anything particularly ‘law’-like about Dr Moore’s
statement, rather it has merely served as an ambitious target for researchers and
engineers working in the field. The target continues today to provide the same spur that it
did over thirty years ago, despite, perhaps, a growing degree of bafflement from the public
at large that maybe things have gone a tad out of hand. You only have to look at the size
of the hardware needed to cool current generation chips to realize that the number of
transistors per square whatever is not the main size driver anymore. Nevertheless, the
industry has continued to use the Law as its primary driver, even to the extent of putting
stakes in the ground regarding explicit targets for the (crudely speaking) widths of the
tracks of copper laid down onto the silicon or other substrate. So the critical dimension
248nm became 193, became 130, became 90, became 65, which in turn recently became
45nm, which in the near future is set to become 32 and then 22nm. In each case, the
actual numbers are merely targets set consistent with Moore’s Law. Taken on any other
level they are purely arbitrary. What they do extremely powerfully, though, is force
researchers to continually think about new ways of doing things. Set incremental targets
and people tend to think incrementally; set big targets and they are forced to think outside
the box. Setting 70% improvement goals, in other words, forces the resolution of certain
contradictions. Take, for example, the technology shifts that were required in order to
make the switch from 193 to 45 nm as shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Technology Shifts Forced By Jumps To Smaller Feature Size
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While moving to the 45-nm process technology to create transistor gates of low leakage
currents, in addition to switching to a shorter wavelength laser, engineers at Intel had to
use a new material for the dielectric - the so-called high-k dielectric combined with a new
material of the transistor gate electrode made as a combination of metals. The silicon
dioxide, traditionally used as the dielectric to create transistor gates for forty years, had
simply run out of steam. In developing the previous 65-nm process technology, engineers
at Intel succeeded in creation of a layer of dielectric made of silicon dioxide with alloy
additions as thick as 1.2 nm – or as many as five atom layers - however, further reduction
in the thickness of the layer results in the direct tunneling effect and a sharp rise of
leakage current through the material of the gate dielectric – in fact, silicon dioxide stops
being an obstacle for a free electron drift which under these conditions demonstrate the
properties of not only particles but waves, so there is no possibility of guaranteed control
over the state of such a transistor.
A different type of dielectric (Principle 35!) was required to solve this contradiction. To this
end, silicon dioxide was replaced with a thin layer of material on the base of hafnium salts
(rare-earth metals) having a high level of dielectric permeability k (high-k), which helped to
reduce the leakage current by almost ten times as compared to the traditional silicon
dioxide.
However, not all is as smooth as it looks, solve one contradiction and inevitably another
will sooner or later raise its ugly head. It's all right with physics, but chemistry of the new
miraculous gate of high-k dielectric turned out to be incompatible to the silicon traditionally
used for the manufacture of gate electrodes, so the issue proved to be another nut to
crack for Intel engineers when moving towards the 45-nm production process. There was
a need to develop a new metal gate compatible to the new dielectric. Years were spent
not only to find the suitable material for gate electrodes, but also to develop technologies
of its use for gates of various conductivity.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the high-k dielectric problem is not the only contradiction that has
had to be solved in making the shifts from 193 to 45nm technology. Things like optical
proximity correction (OPC), new lens technology and improved masks have had to be
generated in order to help resolve the mismatch between a laser with a wavelength now
four times greater than the geometries they are required to form. A quick glance at some
of the published research directions (Figure 2) reveals the truth of a ‘contradictions at
every turn’ story.

Figure 2: Contradiction Resolving Technology Jumps
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While clearly showing that semi-conductor researchers are capable of clambering out of
one kind of box, one can’t help wondering whether there is beginning to be an element of
remaining firmly stuck within a box called ‘photo-lithography’. Stepping back a little to try
and see what other boxes might exist, we might try and draw some kind of route map
towards the ultimate computer architecture. Figure 3 illustrates one way of trying to do
this:
Today
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with zero cost or harm

other technologies
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Self-compute
(no chip)

Figure 3: Semi-Conductor Architecture Moving Towards Ideal

The picture shows how the step-changes in critical dimension describe a journey towards
the more ideal system. But the ideal system fundamentally will not have thin copper wires
laid down on silicon; the ideal system will also not be a chip. Whether extrapolation of
photo-lithography will be permit progress all the way to the ‘perfect’ end point has to be
doubtful. The doubts only increase when we start to see the sorts of picture reproduced in
Figure 4:

Figure 4: Materials Present In Typical Chip

What this picture reveals is a steeply rising complexity issue. It is a characteristic common
to situations where, as more and more contradictions emerge, scientists are forced to
build in more and more different types of solution to try and solve them.
When we see this kind of thing happening it is a pretty clear sign that a system is heading
towards some kind of fundamental contradiction. A root contradiction in fact.
To the outsider (which everyone at Systematic Innovation very definitely is) this root
contradiction seems to go back to the message presented in Figure 1; making geometry
patterns of 32 or 22nm using a laser with a wavelength of 193nm is a pretty big mismatch.
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So why can’t the industry move to shorter wavelength systems? Looking at the
electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 5), why not go to extreme ultra-violet lithography? Or xray lithography?

Figure 5: Electromagnetic Spectrum

Well, guess what, in either of these situations, as elsewhere, there is something
preventing the industry from shifting to these new wavelengths. And so we find yet another
series of contradictions: we’d like to use extreme UV (EUV), but it turns out the level of
energy is too high; we’d like to use x-ray lithography, but the speed is too low. In both
cases, of course, we have hit an inevitable contradiction barrier, which ‘someone,
somewhere has already solved’ – Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Contradictions In Every Direction
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Given a tad more domain knowledge, we might be able to predict how some of these new
shorter wavelength directions could be turned into practical solutions. On the basis that
the EU government is currently devoting close to a billion Euros to helping companies
reach the 22nm goal, it is likely that our efforts in this direction may not represent the best
use of our time here. Rather, it appears to be more fruitful if we can use our lack of domain
knowledge to perhaps look further outside the box, and examine what some of the ‘other
technologies’ described in Figure 6 might be.
One of the reasons for wishing to explore this direction is the knowledge that ‘the thing
that will put companies out of business will almost invariably come from outsiders’. The
photolithography industry, in other words, will be busy trying to solve their tough, and
getting tougher, contradictions, and along will come someone with a completely different
way of doing things…
…like for example, Mapper Technology in the Netherlands (Reference 1). Mapper,
although describing themselves as a lithography company, appear to have made at least
two very significant shifts: 1) they have switched from laser to electron beam and thus
have immediately made available 5nm diameter geometry forming capability, and 2) they
have dispensed with the need to make masks. Rather they use the electron beams to
create the copper pathways directly. Someone at Mapper has very definitely stepped out
of the box and been thinking about true ideality. However – and, of course, there is always
a however – the increased capabilities in terms of geometry and flexibility have come at
the expense of… show their technology to anyone in the semi-conductor industry and they
will immediately say… speed.
When we ask ‘what is stopping us increasing the speed of this process?’ the answer
appears less clear than for the well-understood, well-mapped world of photolithography.
Rather, when we imagine that a speed increase of around 10-20x is required in order to
be competitive with current lithography solutions, we merely need to know that such
improvements will almost inevitably require the resolution of a multitude of contradictions.
Far easier in such situations is to examine the untapped Evolution Potential in the current
Mapper Technology. Figure 7 shows a summary level radar plot for the technology as
portrayed on the video sequence on the Reference 1 website:
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Figure 7: Evolving Mask-less Electron Beam Technology

At this point, we begin to contemplate the thought that, on one level at least, we perhaps
now know more than the domain experts. In none of the (currently) 15 Mapper patents is
there anything that indicates they have thought about adding pulsation or use of
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resonance, asymmetry, actions-between-actions, nested pulses, hierarchical structures,
adaptive feedback, three or more degrees of freedom, compound beams, smart materials,
actions in intervals or a host of other ideas suggested by the untapped potential. What we
can predict with a fair degree of certainty is that as the company seeks to improve the
capability of their systems, these are some of the directions they are highly likely to have
to travel along.
All of which leads us to a potentially tricky ethical dilemma. By even writing these potential
solution directions into this article, have we put information into the public domain that now
prevents such solution directions from being patented? Have we prevented Mapper from
protecting their future? Have we given their photo-lithography competitors the ability to
pre-empt and leap-frog what Mapper has done?
In the final analysis, we can’t know that any of the directions represent actual solutions
since fundamentally during this analysis we have been unable to actually test any of the
directions suggested by the trends. We are, nevertheless, pretty confident that in the
fullness of time as Mapper and their competitors evolve the electron beam technology to
increase its speed, that in this article we will have pre-predicted the routes they will have
taken.
In the self same final analysis, we may well also see that electron-beam is merely another
possible route towards the ultimate perfect solution (we will let readers explore for
themselves – using a function database perhaps? – what such other start points might
be).
Ultimately, the purpose of this article has been to demonstrate a number of generic
features of any Moore’s Law type evolution situations, namely:
a) By setting big, stretch goals, we force the emergence and resolution of ‘yes, but…’
contradictions
b) By looking out of the box of current ways of doing things, we find other possible
candidate solutions. These candidates too are subject to their own ‘yes, but…’
contradictions
c) By mapping out the convergent evolution of the system under consideration
towards its ‘perfect’ end-point we give ourselves the strategic opportunity to map
out all of the possibilities and their associated contradictions, and in so doing, give
ourselves the best opportunity to work out where we ought to be playing. And
maybe even where we ought to be filing patents to prevent others from playing. Or,
to introduce a new thought turning the story around the other way, leaving spaces
so that they are forced to play in ‘less ideal’ directions.
d) There are various degrees of ‘out-of-the-box’-ness – extrapolating the current box
(eg solving the x-ray lithography problem); looking at other existing boxes (eg
solving the electron beam problem); or going directly to the ideal and completely rethinking the semi-conductor story. Smart players will explore all three routes. The
publicly available evidence suggests that current semi-conductor players are only
really exploring the first of these three routes. Plus ca change!

Reference
1) www.mapperlithography.com
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40 (Oblique Strategies) Principles
In 1975 musician Brian Eno and artist Peter Schmidt collaborated to produce ‘Oblique
Strategies’, a collection of cards containing slogans and heuristics aimed at helping users
to generate solutions to dilemmas they may be facing (Reference 1). The collection of
cards has now grown to include, in the fifth and latest edition produced in 2001, over 100.

Figure 1: Oblique Strategies Card Deck

Users are recommended to select a card at random whenever they are stuck on a
problem. Some of the results of using the cards can be heard in albums made by U2,
David Bowie and Brian Eno himself. Each card contains a solution direction. Some are
deliberately abstract (‘discover the recipes you are using and abandon them’), whereas
others are rather more specific (‘emphasize differences’). Whichever end of the
abstraction spectrum the cards are positioned, given that they are essentially intended to
do the same job as the 40 Inventive Principles, there should be some correlation between
the Strategies and the Principles. The purpose of this article is to explore the degree of
correlation. Working on the basis that readers of this e-zine are more likely to be familiar
with the 40 Principles than the Oblique Strategies, we have chosen to map the Strategies
onto the 40 Principles framework. The results of that mapping are reproduced in the listing
at the end of the article.
Looking at what we found, the first thing to say is that there is nothing in any of the
Oblique Strategies that might be construed as a 41st Principle. In fact the Strategies all fall
quite neatly into at least one of the 40 Principles. 39 of the 40 Principles are represented
in the Oblique Strategies cards – only Principle 14, Curvature fails to have a direct
analogue in the Strategies.
Coming, as they do, from the ‘artistic’ view of life, the Strategies appear to offer some
intriguing new insights into the 40 Principles. For this reason alone, we recommend that
readers take a look through the list and consider adding examples from the Oblique
Strategies to their own personal 40 Principles examples lists. We’ve already made several
intriguing new solutions to problems using some of the Strategies; we think you will too.
Enjoy!
Principle 1. Segmentation
•
•

Make an exhaustive list of everything you might do and do the last thing on the list
Think: Inside the work. Outside the work
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•
•

Not building a wall but making a brick
Would anybody want it?

Principle 2. Taking out/Separation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go outside. Shut the door
Remove ambiguities and convert to specifics
Remove specifics and convert to ambiguities
Listen to the quiet voice
Take away the elements in order of apparent non importance
Short circuit (example: a man eating peas with the idea that they will improve his virility
shovels them straight into his lap)
Discover the recipes you are using and abandon them
Destroy: nothing; the most important thing
Disconnect from desire
Cut a vital connection
What to maintain?
Only a part, not the whole
Simple subtraction
Discard an axiom
Tidy up
Use filters

Principle 3. Local quality
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Only one element of each kind
Are there sections? Consider transitions
Where’s the edge? Where does the frame start?
Define an area as ‘safe’ and use it as an anchor
The inconsistency principle
The most important thing is the most easily forgotten
Towards the insignificant

Principle 4. Asymmetry
•
•
•

Emphasize differences
Emphasize the flaws
Look closely at the most embarrassing details and amplify them

Principle 5. Merging
•
•
•
•
•

Make something implied more definite (reinforce, duplicate)
What are you really thinking about just now? Incorporate
Faced with a choice do both
Which elements can be grouped?
Accretion

Principle 6. Universality
•

Is there something missing?

Principle 7. "Nested doll"
•
•

Make a blank valuable by putting it in an exquisite frame
Which frame would make this look right?

Principle 8. Anti-weight
•
•

Overtly resist change
Question the heroic approach
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•
•

Make a blank valuable by putting it in an exquisite frame
Who should be doing this job? How would they do it?

Principle 9. Preliminary anti-action
•

Repetition is a form of change

Principle 10. Preliminary action
•
•
•
•
•

When is it for?
Look at the order in which you do things
Always first steps
Retrace your steps
Once the search is in progress, something will be found

Principle 11. Beforehand cushioning
•
•

What mistakes did you make the last time?
Simply a matter of work

Principle 12. Equi-Potentiality/Remove Tension
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make something implied more definite (reinforce, duplicate)
Give the game away
Remove ambiguities and convert to specifics
The most important thing is the most easily forgotten
Don’t be frightened to display your talents
Don’t be afraid of things because they’re easy to do
Humanize something free of error
Use an unacceptable colour
Be less critical more often
Disconnect from desire
Go to an extreme, move back to a more comfortable place
Don’t stress one thing more than another

Principle 13. 'The other way around'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give the game away
Reverse
Turn it upside down
Abandon normal instruments
Humanize something free of error
What wouldn’t you do?
Use ‘unqualified’ people
You don’t have to be ashamed of using your own ideas
Ask people to work against their better judgement

Principle 14. Spheroidality/Curvature (Things come full circle)
(No examples)
Principle 15. Dynamics
•
•
•

Work at a different speed
Go to an extreme, move back to a more comfortable place
Repetition is a form of change

Principle 16. Partial or excessive actions
•
•

Do nothing for as long as possible
Accept an easement (an easement is the abandonment of a stricture)
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•
•
•
•

Listen to the quiet voice
Destroy: nothing; the most important thing
The inconsistency principle
Is it finished?

Principle 17. Another dimension
•
•
•
•
•
•

State the problem in words as clearly as possible
What would your closest friend do?
Who should be doing this job? How would they do it?
Gardening, not architecture
How would you have done it?
Ask your body

Principle 18. Resonance
•

Disciplined self-indulgence

Principle 19. Periodic action
•
•
•

Remember… those quiet evenings
Slow preparation... Fast execution
Distorting time

Principle 20. Continuity of useful action
•
•
•
•
•

Do nothing for as long as possible
Just carry on
Simply a matter of work
Don’t break the silence
Change nothing and continue with immaculate consistency

Principle 21. Hurrying
•

Make a sudden, destructive unproductive action; incorporate

Principle 22. "Blessing in disguise" or "Turn Lemons into Lemonade"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give the game away
What mistakes did you make the last time?
Honour they error as a hidden intention
Give way to your worst impulse
Destroy: nothing; the most important thing
Don’t be frightened of clichés
Use an unacceptable colour
Make a sudden, destructive unproductive action; incorporate
Emphasize the flaws
Look closely at the most embarrassing details and amplify them
Try faking it!

Principle 23. Feedback
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listen to the quiet voice
Trust in the you of now
Go to an extreme, move back to a more comfortable place
Voice nagging suspicions
Ask your body
Accept advice
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Principle 24. 'Intermediary'
•

Who should be doing this job? How would they do it?

Principle 25. Self-service
•
•
•

Trust in the you of now
Disciplined self-indulgence
Courage!

Principle 26. Copying
•

Use an old idea

Principle 27. Cheap disposable
•

Would anybody want it?

Principle 28 Another Sense
•

Make it more sensual

Principle 29. Fluid
•

Water

Principle 30. Thin and flexible (façades)
•
•

Accretion
Decorate, decorate

Principle 31. Holes (pauses)
•
•
•
•

Do we need holes?
Take a break
Do nothing for as long as possible
Remember… those quiet evenings

Principle 32. Colour changes (disguise)
•

Use an unacceptable colour

Principle 33. Homogeneity
•
•

Don’t stress one thing more than another
You don’t have to be ashamed of using your own ideas

Principle 34. Discarding and recovering
•
•

Remove ambiguities and convert to specifics
Tidy up

Principle 35. Parameter changes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make something implied more definite (reinforce, duplicate)
State the problem in words as clearly as possible
Go to an extreme, move back to a more comfortable place
Do the words need changing?
Be extravagant
Be dirty
You are an engineer

Principle 36. Paradigm shift
•

•

Give the game away
Not building a wall but making a brick
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Principle 37. Relative change
•
•
•
•
•

Only one element of each kind
What to increase? What to reduce?
Repetition is a form of change
Are there sections? Consider transitions
The inconsistency principle

Principle 38. Enriched atmosphere
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use ‘unqualified’ people
Give way to your worst impulse
Question the heroic approach
Make a sudden, destructive unproductive action; incorporate
Use an unacceptable colour
Breathe more deeply
Courage!

Principle 39. Inert atmosphere
•
•
•
•
•
•

Listen to the quiet voice
Be less critical more often
Don’t break the silence
Tidy up
In total darkness or in a very large room very quietly
Do something boring

Principle 40. Composite structures
•
•
•

What are you really thinking about just now? Incorporate
Only one element of each kind
Which elements can be grouped?

Reference
1) Eno, B., Schmidt, P., ‘Oblique Strategies: Over One Hundred Worthwhile Dilemmas’,
www.rtqe.net/ObliqueStrategies/
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Humour – The Featuritis Curve

Found recently on a search for Mono-Bi-Poly trend examples, this pretty much nails the
‘increasing’ half of the increasing-decreasing complexity curve. From the user perspective.

Your thoughts on the ‘decreasing’ part of the curve welcome…. What’s the user
perspective as system Trimming progresses?
Our thoughts next month.
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Patent of the Month – Ultrasound Therapy

Patent of the month this month is US7,481,781, granted to British/Irish/Spanish inventors
and assign to a company called Gendel Ltd (www.gendel.co.uk). The patent was granted
on 27 January and relates to the use of ultrasound therapies aimed mainly at ablation of
tumorous cells in human patients.
As described in the invention disclosure, the main problem overcome by this invention
involves a classic collateral damage contradiction where we want to target some cells and
not damage adjacent healthy cells:
In general therapeutic applications of ultrasound in the clinic may be divided into two major
categories; applications that employ low intensity (0.125-3 W/cm.sup.2) and those that employ
higher intensities (.gtoreq.5 W/cm.sup.2) (ter Haar, (1999) Eur. J. Ultrasound 9:3). The former is
commonly used in applications such as physiotherapy including the stimulation of normal
physiological responses to injury or to accelerate some processes such as transport of drugs
across the skin. Treatment with low intensity ultrasound rarely results in collateral tissue damage
and indeed extreme efforts are employed to minimise such effects. This includes minimising
excessive tissue heating as a result of exposure to the relevant dose of ultrasound. Usually this is
accomplished by reducing the treatment time and/or delivering the ultrasound in a pulsed manner.
The major objective of applications involving the use of high intensity ultrasound is to selectively
destroy tissue by hyperthermic processes. High intensity ultrasound-mediated tissue ablation may
be further categorised on the basis in which the energy is delivered to the tissues. The ultrasound
may be delivered directly from the transducer to the treatment area. Alternatively delivery may be
mediated by a coupling device which results in focusing of the ultrasound. During the latter the
ultrasound passing through intervening tissues is usually at low intensity and therefore relatively
non-destructive. However at the focal point the accumulated energy is raised to a pre-determined
higher intensity and tissue destruction occurs at or around that focal point. This has the advantage
of being relatively selective and prevents major damage to intervening tissues.
In general the use of high intensity focussed ultrasound or HIFU exploits heating at the focal point
and a number of methods together with devices for achieving focus and tissue ablation have been
suggested. In addition to a requirement for relatively sophisticated equipment to achieve focusing
of high intensity ultrasound, one major disadvantage associated with the use of HIFU involves the
potential for the occurrence of cavitation events which, in turn, leads to the formation of destructive
or possibly mutagenic free radicals. An alternative approach involving a mechanism of sensitising
the target tissue to low intensity ultrasound (either focussed or non-focussed) would therefore
provide advantage.

The main inventive step that has permitted the resolution of this collateral damage
problem is best described in the invention summary, again taken directly from the
invention disclosure:
The present invention relies partially on the discovery that sensitisation of nucleated cells by
application of an electric field ("electrosensitisation") renders the cells susceptible to ablation using
low intensity ultrasound and thereby provides a means of eliminating unwanted tissues in the
body. The invention also relies on the discovery that exposure of a cell to ultrasound followed by
exposure to electric fields also results in cell disruption. Thus, exposure of a nucleated cell to
ultrasound and an electric field, applied in any order, results in cell disruption.

In essence, then, the invention emerges from the addition of a new electric field in order to
allow the ultrasound energy to then be reduced. From a contradiction resolution
perspective, we see here illustrations of Principle 5, Merging, 28B, addition of a new field,
and perhaps 24, Intermediary.
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Here’s what the contradiction matrix has to say about how other problem solvers have
solved similar problems:

Although there is no Principle 5 mentioned here, the Matrix not only does a pretty good job
of identifying the other two Principles used by the inventors, it also provides a clear steer
towards other strategies that have also been included in the invention. Namely, the use of
ultrasound (Principle 18B) and the use of pulsed fields (19).
And here is a summary, from the Gendel website, of the performance improvement
demonstrated by the CEFUS (combined electric field and ultrasound) invention:

And here are some of the other benefits being claimed as the invention passes through its
clinical trials:
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Best of the Month - Archetype Cards

We need to be a little bit careful with this month’s best-of choice. Speaking frankly, some
of the ideas contained in Caroline Myss’s (“a pioneer in the field of energy medicine and
human consciousness”) sit on the woo-woo end of the science-fantasy spectrum. In all
probability these cards are not going to change your life, or help you to achieve greater
insights into your life. That said, there can be little doubting the existence of archetypes in
the world around us. In the same way that there are a limited number of Inventive
Principles, the six plus billion people inhabiting the planet can be collapsed down to a
relatively small number of recurring types.

Archetypes are universal behavior patterns. According to Jung, Archetypes are templates
that are contained within the collective unconscious. Archetypes span time, borders, and
ethnicity, although each of those influences may add a different dimension to an
Archetype. For example, if we say words such as Queen, Judge, Warrior, Victim,
Detective, Child, Knight, or Clown, we immediately get a picture in our minds.
There are Archetypes and archetypal themes in fairy tales, folklore, history, movies, and
literature, and making use of them allows us to increase our chances of innovation
success. Myss makes little or no connection to this potential use of the Archetype Cards,
however, so the main reason for recommending that readers acquire a set of these cards
has almost nothing at all to do with the motivation of their original author. The way that we
started using these cards is in helping to find contradictions between different customer
types.
One of the simplest ways, then, to use the cards involves setting a context for a product or
service we are trying to innovate, randomly selecting a pair of archetypes and exploring
how the two have different perspectives on what the various different attributes of the
product or service under consideration are.
There are 74 cards in the Archetype Cards deck, so Myss has managed to find more
character types than are present in earlier analyses of archetypes in film and literature.
That said, Myss makes no claim to being comprehensive – as evidenced by the inclusion
of 6 blank cards that allow the user to make up their own Archetype cards. That said, we
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have yet to identify any Archetypes we’re aware of that aren’t somehow already in the
deck. As with the rest of the deck, the blank cards contain the scripts "Light Attributes" and
"Shadow Attributes" – a useful reminder that every archetype has both positive and
negative aspects, also very useful in an innovation domain where contradiction serves as
the main spark for almost every opportunity.

4 Typical Cards – What Contradictions Can You See Between The Various Pair Combinations?

Accompanying the deck of card is a 105 page Guidebook. Speaking frankly again, unless
you see a card and don’t know what a particular Archetype means, you’re unlikely to need
to open the book.
We’ve found several other uses for the cards. In each case, their biggest value is that they
allow problem solvers to see situations from different, non-threatening perspectives. In
addition to the job of helping to uncover customer contradictions, other jobs we’ve
successfully tested the cards on include:
• Constructing Perception Maps taking into account different character perspectives
• Building composite characters by combining multiple different cards (typically 3 or 4 –
despite Myss’ suggestion that we all possess elements of 12) for Omega Life View
ideation sessions
• Building composite characters using a randomly selected Archetype Card and a
different thinking model from Spiral Dynamics
• Using different character types to conduct ‘yes, but’ evaluations of innovation solution
ideas
• Clustering archetypes to try and find dominant patterns in given market types and
domains.
And these still feel like just a start. All in all then, woo-woo’ness aside, these cards
represent a very useful set of resources to help re-frame problems and innovation
situations. Given that you can currently pick up second-hand sets for less than $10 on
Amazon, they might just be one of the best investments you’ll make this year.
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Investments – Bomb-Proof Concrete

Engineers at the University of Liverpool have tested a new form of concrete designed to
reduce the impact of bomb blasts in public areas. The fibre-reinforced concrete was found
to absorb a thousand times more energy than plain concrete and could therefore be used
for bomb-proof litter bins and protection barriers. Although not yet used in the UK the
concrete has been utilised in Australia in the design of slender footbridges and in the roofs
of government buildings to strengthen them against mortar attack.

University Engineers working in partnership with the Centre for the Protection of National
Infrastructure explored the limits of the concrete’s capability through a range of tests for
dynamic bending and “shear” or indirect stress. These culminated in a series of high
explosion blast tests at RAF Spadeadam, in Cumbria, each representing a typical terrorist
car bomb.
The Ultra High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) resisted the high
explosion blast without any disintegration from the back of the panels causing shrapnel.
This is important in the use of protection barriers designed to shield people from bomb
blasts. Professor Steve Millard said: “Many of London’s tourist landmarks are surrounded
by concrete to protect against terrorist attacks. However, the material does not absorb
sufficient energy to prevent the creation of shrapnel which is one of the most lethal
consequences of a bomb blast. UHPFRC is different because needle-thin steel fibres are
added into the concrete mix instead of steel reinforcing bars to increase its tensile
strength. “We carried out a number of high explosion tests; gradually reducing the
distance to the explosive charge to examine the concrete’s bending strength and capacity
to absorb energy. Our results showed the new UHPFRC material had an enhanced
tension and compression strength of 500% greater than conventional concrete. This
makes UHPFRC a suitable material for use in anti-terrorism applications.”
The research was undertaken in collaboration with the University of Sheffield and was
funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council under its Think
Crime-4 Initiative. At this point in time, we are aware of several potentially viable routes to
market, probably the main thing that will prevent this neat solution from successfully
making money for its investors.
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Generational Cycles – National Introversion/Extroversion

Political scientist Frank Klingberg (1952) wrote about the alternation of moods in American
foreign policy. Instead of liberalism and conservatism he studied the alternation between
introversion and extroversion, terms that seem more psychological than political. During
extroverted periods, the nation has been willing to exert economic, diplomatic and/or
military power on other nations. During introverted periods, it has been unwilling to do so,
perhaps because of a preoccupation with domestic concerns. Once a dominant mood is
firmly established, Klingberg found it persisted for two decades or more. Since 1776 there
have been four introvert phases averaging about 21 years in length, and three introvert
phases averaging approximately 27 years in length. The most recent extroverted phase
began in 1940 or 1941. Klingberg's article was published in the middle of this phase
which seems to have ended approximately on time with the end of the Vietnam war in
1973. The period from 1973 to 1991 could be characterized as an introverted phase in
American foreign policy, generally attributed to a fear of repeating the Vietnam debacle.
President George H. W. Bush proclaimed the end of this "Vietnam Syndrome" and the
consequent commencement of another ‘extrovert’ phase with the intervention which drove
Iraqi troops from Kuwait in 1991. Klingberg's periodization is as follows:
Introverted

Extroverted

1776-1798

1798-1824

1824-1844

1844-1871

1871-1891

1891-1919

1919-1940

1940-1973

1973-1991

1991-

While we agree with the basic premise that some kind of event triggers a shift from
introvert to extrovert phases, we don’t completely agree with Klingberg’s change-over
points. The biggest point of discrepancy being the 1861-5 American Civil War, which was
surely the trigger point for a shift to an introverted period in the country’s history.
The following picture shows what the story looks like when mapped on the same time axis
as Strauss & Howe’s generational cycles. Specifically, we have plotted the generational
characteristic of the incumbent US President at each point in history:
Introvert
Crisis

Introvert

Awakening

1800s

1810s

1820s

1830s

1840s

Introvert

Crisis

1850s

High

Extrovert

Introvert

Awakening
1880s

1890s

Unravelling
1900s

1910s

Extrovert
CrisisHigh

1930s

1940s

Introvert

Awakening
1950s

1960s

1970s

Extrovert

Unravelling
1980s

1990s

Introvert
Crisis

2000s

2010s

Boomer (Prophet)

Boomer (Prophet)

Boomer (Prophet)

GI/Greatest (Hero)

GI/Greatest (Hero)

GI/Greatest (Hero)
GI/Greatest (Hero)

GI/Greatest (Hero)

Lost (Nomad)

GI/Greatest (Hero)
GI/Greatest (Hero)

Lost (Nomad)

Missionary (Prophet)

Mission. (Prophet)
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Progressive (Artist)
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1920s
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Missionary (Prophet)
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Progressive (Artist)

Gilded (Nomad)

Progressive (Artist)

Gilded (Nomad)
Gilded (Nomad)
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Compromise (Artist)

1870s
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Also plotted are the three major ‘Fourth Turning’ cycles that have occurred since US
independence in 1789.
So what can we glean from the picture?
At first scan, apparently not a lot. But dig a little deeper and some quite interesting
correlations and thoughts emerge:
• Crisis periods occur with Prophet generation politicians in charge, and Nomads take
over charge for the transition from Crisis to the next S-Curve.
• Crisis periods can occur during either internal (Independence, Civil War) or external
(WW2) dominated periods, but ‘Awakenings’ seem to occur during extrovert periods
• Artists tend to make weak presidents (in the current cycle in fact, no Artist generation
candidate was successful in being elected)
• The only time the sequence of Presidents went out of generational order was when
James Buchanan ran the country between 1857 and 1861. Buchanan is generally
thought to be one of the worst ever Presidents.
Extrapolating the story into the future, we might venture a few predictions:
1) The US will shortly make a transition from being extrovert to introvert
2) Either (late Boomer) Barack Obama or his (also likely to be a Boomer) successor
will run the country into the crescendo of the next Crisis period. That Crisis is most
likely to be Internal rather than External
3) A Nomad President will see the country out of the Crisis and into its next major SCurve.
You heard it here first.
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Biology – Squirrel
Their quick intelligence, razor-sharp memory and ruthless cunning have made them a foe
of gardeners everywhere. Now it turns out that grey squirrels are even more devious than
anyone realised. To protect their winter food stocks from potential thieves, they put on an
elaborate show of burying non-existent nuts and seeds, a recently published study has
shown.

Scientists say the fake burials are designed to confuse any rival squirrels, birds or humans
who might be watching. The level of deception has astonished animal experts who say it
shows a rare form of animal cunning and intelligence.
Squirrels are great hoarders and bury or hide spare morsels of food in the autumn for the
lean winter months. Dr Michael Steele, of Wilkes University in Pennsylvania, has found
that they are also capable of elaborate deception, New Scientist reports. He found that a
fifth of all so-called food burials are fake - and the proportion goes up if they think they are
being watched.
"To our knowledge, this is the first study to show evidence of behavioural deception by a
rodent, and the first to use an experimental approach to studying deceptive behaviour in
the wild," he says. The squirrels go to elaborate lengths to keep up the pretence of hiding
food. Once they have dug a small hole in a flower bed, woodland floor or lawn, they act as
if they are thrusting a small object into the gap. They complete the deception by covering
the fake cache of food with a layer of soil or leaves. The incidence of fake burials goes up
when they think their food is under threat. Dr Steele recruited a group of undergraduates
to follow the squirrels and find out where they were burying food. The number of bogus
interments shot up as soon as the human volunteers began to raid the food stocks suggesting that the creatures were becoming even more deceptive as a reaction to the
raids. He believes that the bizarre behaviour suggests a far more advanced thought
process for grey squirrels than scientist previously thought.
From a contradiction resolution perspective, the thing the squirrel is trying to improve is
the potential loss of its nuts. The thing preventing the resolution of the problem is that
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other squirrels are watching. Mapped onto the Contradiction Matrix, the problem then
looks something like this:

The presence of Principle 2, ‘Taking Out’ is reasonably close to the decoy strategy
developed by the squirrels in that a proportion of their burying effort has ‘taken out’ the nut
from the process. A much closer connection to this decoy strategy would have been
Principle 26, ‘Copying’, but the absence of this suggestion in both this box of the Matrix
and any other of its close relations sends the clear message that the squirrel is doing
something quite different from human best practice. Or maybe, given the thought that
using a decoy to prevent loss of a valuable object is a fairly well established neat idea, the
problem here is more about the Matrix’s failure to pick up the use of this strategy?
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Short Thort

“I now call the tendency for groups to embark on excursions
that no group member wants ‘the Abilene Paradox’.
Stated simply, when organizations blunder into the Abilene Paradox,
they take actions in contradiction to what they really want to do
and therefore defeat the very purposes they are trying to achieve.
Business theorists typically believe that managing conflict
is one of the greatest challenges faced by any organisation,
but a corollary of the Abilene Paradox states that
the inability to manage agreement may be the
major source of organization dysfunction.”
Jerry B Harvey

News
Computer-Aided Innovation Conference
With a following wind, we should be keynoting at the IFIP conference being held in Harbin,
China later this year. The event will take place on 20 and 21 August, so hopefully we will
be able to connect the conference with plans to do a series of ‘Bullet-Proof IP’ workshops
in Hong Kong and, hopefully, Shanghai towards the end of the month.
Leadership Matters
We will be presenting a pair of workshops, one public (21 April) and one in-house with the
UK National Health Service on the application of Systematic Innovation techniques to the
leadership and services domains. The NHS is widely thought to be such a dinosaur
organization that it is both un-manageable and un-leadable. Sounds like the perfect
challenge for a half-day session. Details of the public workshop on the Calendar page of
the website.
Sustainable Innovation
Following a decision last month to create a book version of our SI For Sustainability
activities, we will be presenting a paper at this year’s big European Sustainability
conference to be held in the UK in October. Details again on the diary page of the website.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Oil/gas – ‘invent to order’ projects and clinic sessions
University – educate-the-educator programme
FMCG – new product conception project
Chemical – patent analysis
Bio-tech – workshop series
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